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By Chavis Fisher

INdy Print. Paperback. Condition: New. 206 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.1in. x 0.5in.1 Amazon New
Release! Kid-focused, Adult-intended. Tigers twelve year old life swings on the foster care
pendulum as two families fight to adopt him Thomas Newman, the citys professional quarterback
and Clarissa Moore, the biological aunt Tiger has never met. Thomas and Clarissas individual lives
take unforeseen twists and turns which could jeopardize the adoption. Tiger has a wish. But, is it
heard or drowned by an imperfect system It is in the Judges hands. What will he decide Where will
be Tigers forever home In the first of a three part series, Chavis Fisher writes a short novel with a big
impact. This emotional thriller can be read in just one sitting. Adopting Tiger is the kind of book you
want everybody to read just so you can talk about it. If you ever wondered what the foster care
system was really like, especially through the eyes of a child, Adopting Tiger is a must read. Author
Chavis Fisher not only captures the true essence of the everyday battles and struggles of those who
work relentlessly in the system, but she captures and tells the story from...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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